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Particle Swarm Optimization for the Clustering of Wireless Sensors
Jason Tilletta , Raghuveer Raoa, Ferat Sahina, TM Raob
a
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester NY 14623
b
SUNY at Brockport, Brockport, NY 14420
ABSTRACT
Clustering is necessary for data aggregation, hierarchical routing, optimizing sleep patterns, election of extremal
sensors, optimizing coverage and resource allocation, reuse of frequency bands and codes, and conserving energy.
Optimal clustering is typically an NP-hard problem. Solutions to NP-hard problems involve searches through vast
spaces of possible solutions. Evolutionary algorithms have been applied successfully to a variety of NP-hard problems.
We explore one such approach, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), an evolutionary programming technique where a
‘swarm’ of test solutions, analogous to a natural swarm of bees, ants or termites, is allowed to interact and cooperate to
find the best solution to the given problem. We use the PSO approach to cluster sensors in a sensor network. The energy
efficiency of our clustering in a data-aggregation type sensor network deployment is tested using a modified LEACH-C
code. The PSO technique with a recursive bisection algorithm is tested against random search and simulated annealing;
the PSO technique is shown to be robust. We further investigate developing a distributed version of the PSO algorithm
for clustering optimally a wireless sensor network.
Keywords: Particle Swarm Optimization, sensor networks, clustering

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a sensor network of several sensors deployed to gather data and transmit it to a central station. For example it
could consist of chemical sensors deployed to generate a map of the level of a substance in an environment and to relay
the map at periodic intervals to a base station. In such a scenario, one possible implementation would be for the base
station to communicate directly with all of the sensors nodes. Having all nodes communicating over long ranges will
quickly deplete the energy stores of the nodes. Nodes far from the base station will die first and the area being
monitored will no longer be coincident with the original target area. They wastefully communicate over long distances
when it would be beneficial to have many smaller communication schedules distributed throughout the network with
nodes communicating over distances that are much less than the full spatial extent of the sensor network. These
communication cells are clusters. In a cell, a central clusterhead node can receive data from the other cluster nodes and
relay it to the base station so that total energy consumption is reduced. Thus, clustering can promote energy
conservation.
Clustering can promote coverage maximization. It is desirable for the sensor network to be able to monitor consistently
and uniformly over the entire target area for the maximum time. To evenly distribute energy dissipation by the nodes so
that they all die at about the same time, energy intensive roles, like the role of nodes that make up a routing backbone,
must be shared among nodes in the sensor network. When a node takes on this special role it is called a clusterhead.
Clustering can promote resource conservation. With all nodes either synchronizing to the same communication schedule
or sharing the same frequency band or codes, the efficiency of the communication protocol will degrade for larger
sensor networks. Reusing frequency bands or codes within spatially distinct clusters or synchronizing schedules of
logically related nodes may conserve resources.
Clustering makes efficient, intelligent data aggregation possible. Sensor networks are unique in that they may gather
information that is correlated for nearby nodes. Data compression or aggregation at clusterheads reduces the amount of
data to be injected into the routing backbone. For efficient or maximum compression, it is necessary to form logical
clusters of nodes whose data are most closely correlated.
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Efficient routing is not possible without clustering. All nodes would then be a single hop from the base station. It is
possible to enable routing without the use of clusters, but each node would need a complete routing table, which would
not scale well to large numbers of sensor nodes. To maintain scalability, clusters of nodes are formed to reduce the size
of the node’s routing tables. Thus clustering is necessary for scalable routing of data.
Much theoretical work has already been published on clustering in the graph theoretical framework1-8. Most of the work
has been in the context of developing efficient routing protocols for wireless, ad hoc, sensor networks9. However,
clustering need not be for the benefit of routing alone. If sensed data is correlated over an area covered by multiple
sensors, data aggregation and compression can reduce the number of packets that need to be forwarded to the end user.
Clustering is now a widely accepted method for optimizing sensor network performance10. To perform efficiently,
sensor networks must often optimize global parameters without global knowledge and control. Examples of
optimization objectives relevant to sensor networks include
•
•
•
•

Maximizing data packets extracted from the sensor network over its lifetime.
Maximizing the sensor network’s effective lifetime.
Minimizing delay between a user query and a sensor network response.
Maximizing sensor coverage.

The clustering problem can be viewed as a search through a typically NP-Hard solution space. Minimizing the distance
between a node and its clusterhead11 is one possible way of clustering. The parameter to optimize varies with
application and some common parameters were listed in the bullets above. The problem is that although a global
parameter optimization is required, nodes may not have global knowledge, and therefore must participate in solving the
problem using only local interactions.
Clustering of nodes has been proposed as an approach for maximizing the lifespan of a group of wireless sensors12. It
must be emphasized that this is an application specific result where we are assuming that energy can be conserved by
combining redundant data from nearby sensors at data aggregation nodes, or clusterheads, before forwarding the data to
the final destination. In the Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol13, the clusterheads are
determined randomly each round. The authors also consider having a central computation determine the clusterhead
identification for each round (LEACH-C). All of the nodes send their position and energy level data to a central
computer. The central computer calculates the average energy level of the whole sensor group. All nodes with energy
reserves in excess of the average energy of the nodes are considered as nodes that are available to take on the
clusterhead role. It then solves the NP hard problem11 of finding k optimal clusters and sends back to the cluster the
clusterhead ID of each node in the sensor network. They report using a simulated annealing approach14. The Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO)15 technique has been applied to a variety of combinatorial problems16. We approach the
problem of clustering a wireless sensor network in an ad hoc data-aggregation type deployment using PSO. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details a centralized approach to applying PSO for clustering a wireless
sensor network and presents some results of previous work. In section 3, the results of ns-217 simulations using PSO to
handoff clusterheads in the LEACH-C12 protocol are presented. Section 4 contains an analysis of the recursive bisection
algorithm using different approaches for finding the optimal dividing lines. Section 5 outlines a distributed version of
PSO for the clustering of wireless sensors. The paper concludes with a summary and future work section.

2. ALGORITHM FOR CLUSTERING – RECURSIVE BISECTION WITH CONTRAINTS18
The problem is to find in a group of N nodes, where A nodes are available for the clusterhead role, the k nodes that
minimize the average distance between a node and its assigned clusterhead, while at the same time, constraining the
number of nodes in each cluster. This is an NP hard problem11 of a discrete and combinatorial nature. There is a wealth
of literature on the subject of clustering algorithms, from books4 to reviews19, to a paper on L-capacitated clustering11
which closely resembles our clustering criteria.
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We introduce some definitions to assist in describing the clustering algorithm presented here. We define the Distributed
Sensor Network (DSN) as the entire node collection. A Sensor Group (SG) is a subset of the DSN. Each SG including
i
i
the DSN has N SG
total nodes and ASG
nodes available to take on the cluster head role. Here i refers to a unique SG.
i
Each SG also has M SG
to identify the number of clusters that must be constructed in the SG. Sensor Groups are always
i
i
i
subdivided, provided M SG
> 1 into M SG
smaller SGs. When M SG
= 1 , then the SG no longer needs to be further
divided, and a clusterhead can be assigned. Each SG maintains a flag, call it “Has_Been_Split”, to hold information
i
= 1 , it can be called a cluster.
about whether or not the SG has been subdivided. When a SG has M SG

We use a simple clustering strategy. We recursively divide each SG into 2 SGs starting with the DSN. We continue to
i
split the resulting SGs until all Has_Been_Split flags are true. Then for each SG that has M SG
= 1 , we pick from the
available cluster heads in the cluster, the one that minimizes the distance between it and the other nodes in the cluster.
Recursive division of non-cluster SGs is only one piece of the algorithm. The other piece is coupled with the objective
function of our optimization.
When we split an SG, we need to ensure that each resulting SG has enough available clusterheads to allow for recursive
subdividing of the resulting SGs. Equally important is the condition that the number of nodes in the resulting SGs
should be balanced such that at the end, when all SGs have been split, the number of nodes in each cluster is about the
same. Our aim is to maximize the lifetime and data throughput of the DSN. Giving each clusterhead the same
communication and processing burden each round should help achieve the goal.
2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization for Clustering
We use PSO15 to determine the parameters of a line that divides optimally a SG. By optimally, we mean that the number
of nodes, as well as the number of available clusterheads, in each resulting SG will be balanced according to the number
of clusters the SG must form. If the SG will form an even number of clusters, then the appropriate balance is that the
number of nodes and available cluster heads in the 2 SGs resulting from the split will be equal. In general, the fitness of
a solution is measured by
Fitness = ( a1 − f1 A) + ( a2 − f 2 A) + (c1 − f1 N ) + ( c2 − f 2 N ) ,
2

2

2

2

(1)

where a1 and a2 are the number of available cluster heads in region 1 and 2 respectively. Regions 1 and 2 refer to the
SGs that result from the optimal line division. The symbols c1 and c2 are the number of nodes in region 1 and 2
respectively. The letters A , N , and M are as defined above and refer to quantities in the SG that is being divided.
Finally f1 = M 1 / M and f 2 = M 2 / M where M 1 and M 2 refer to the number of clusters that will need to be formed in
regions 1 and 2 respectively.
2.2 Previous Results
Even though our fitness is not identical to the minimum distance between all nodes and their clusterheads, our algorithm
and optimization combine to approximate the distance fitness metric. We compared our clustering to k-means clustering
and found that the average distance that a PSO clustered node could expect to be from its cluster head to be only 2%
higher, in terms of the percentage of the linear extent of the DSN, than the value achieved using k-means.
We found PSO clustering to be able to cluster robustly for a wide range of DSN sizes, cluster requirements and
clusterhead availability. The PSO clustering algorithm was able to identify natural clusters. Natural clusters were
artificially created just to explore whether or not the algorithm would identify them. The recursive bisection algorithm
using PSO to determine the optimal split at each division is fast. With 40 particles in a swarm, the algorithm rarely
required more than a couple of steps to find a good line for the split. What remained unknown was how good our
algorithm was compared to the simulated annealing approach to clustering12.
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3. LEACH-C WITH RECURSIVE BISECTION CENTRALIZED CLUSTERING
Clustering of nodes has been proposed as an approach for12 maximizing the lifespan of a group of wireless sensors. It
must be emphasized that this is an application specific result where we are assuming that energy can be conserved by
combining redundant data from nearby sensors at data aggregation nodes, or clusterheads before forwarding the data to
the final destination. In the LEACH12 protocol, the clusterheads are determined randomly each round. The distributed
selection of clusterheads can result in an inefficient network configuration. The authors12 also consider having a central
computation determine the clusterhead identification for each round. All of the nodes send their position and energy
level data to a central computer. The central computer calculates the average energy level of the whole sensor group.
The A nodes that are available to be clusterheads are those whose energy exceeds the average energy of the DSN. It the
solves the NP hard problem11 of finding M optimal clusters and sends back to the cluster the clusterhead ID of each
node in the sensor network. They report using a simulated annealing approach 14 for determining optimal clustering
based on a purely distance-based metric. We use the PSO approach to divide a sensor node field using the recursive
bisection algorithm.
To determine whether or not our sub-optimal clustering is energy efficient for a data aggregation type sensor network
application, we replaced the function “BSsetup” in the object oriented class “BSAgent” in the original LEACH-C code,
that is available from20, with our own version that would perform the clusterhead identification using clusters formed by
recursive bisection using PSO to find split lines. We then ran the modified code to generate plots of the energy use of
the DSN as a function of the data delivered by the DSN. This is a direct measure of the energy efficiency of the DSN.

Figure 1 – PSO recursive bisection clustering is nearly indistinguishable from optimal clustering on a distance-based metric

Figure 1 is a plot of our results for a single experiment. In this experiment, there are 100 nodes in a 100x100 unit area.
The location of the base station is at (50,175) as indicated in the plot and each node begins with 2J of energy. Plotted in
the figure is the amount of data received at the base station versus the energy expended by the sensor network. An
energy efficient sensor network is one that can deliver the most data at the expense of the least amount of energy. We
76
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find that the clusters formed using PSO enabled recursive bisection result in a energy efficiency that is indistinguishable
from the energy efficiency of the clusters formed optimally using a distance metric up to the point at which nodes start
to die. At that point, the PSO enabled recursive bisection clustering outperforms the distance-based optimal clustering
up until near the end where the distance-based optimal clustering overtakes and ends with only a slightly higher data
delivery value.
The PSO enabled recursive bisection outperforms the distance-based optimal clustering in terms of the number of
objective function calculations required to perform the clustering. The distance-based optimal clustering requires from
200 to 500 steps13 to converge. The distance-based optimal clustering uses simulated annealing as the optimization
technique. In each step of the simulated annealing algorithm, there is a single evaluation of the objective function and
the objective function evaluation is O(n) where n is the number of nodes. For PSO enabled recursive bisection, at each
step, each particle in the swarm performs an objective function evaluation, therefore the number of objective function
evaluations is n ⋅ p where n is the number of sensor nodes and p is the number of particles in the swarm. The
complexity of the objective function evaluation for the PSO enabled recursive bisection algorithm is also O(n). Since
the objective function evaluation complexities of both methods are the same, we can compare the performance of the
two algorithms simply by comparing the average number of objective function evaluations required for convergence.
For the experiment represented by Figure 1, the total number of objective function evaluations required by the PSO
enabled recursive bisection, is on average about 50. That is 4 to 10 times fewer objective function evaluations than
required by distance-based optimal clustering using simulated annealing.

4. RECURSIVE BISECTION ANALYSIS
Is the performance of the recursive bisection clustering using PSO fast because of PSO or is it fast because of the
recursive bisection? To determine if the performance of PSO recursive bisection is due to the algorithm or the method
for finding a good line, PSO, we implemented the same recursive bisection algorithm with two other methods of
determining the split line. The fitness was maintained as in Equation 1. In order for a line to be accepted, Equation 1 had
to be satisfied along with one other constraint, the recursion constraint. There needed to exist in each resulting SG
enough available clusterheads so that it was possible to split it again if necessary, to form the desired number of total
clusters. If the algorithm is unable to find a dividing line that satisfies both Equation 1 and the recursion constraint in an
allowed maximum number of objective function evaluations, the algorithm fails. These events are tallied and become an
important part of the analysis of the recursive bisection algorithm. The recursive bisection algorithm is implemented
using simulated annealing, random search and PSO.
4.1 Random Search
In the random search approach to finding the optimal dividing line subject to fitness and constraints, we simply
randomly pick the ( x, y,θ ) values of the dividing line on their defined ranges at each step. If the new fitness is better
than the best fitness found so far, the line is retained as the current solution. At the next step, the parameters of a
completely new random line are generated and its fitness tested. The process is repeated until the full DSN clustering
results or until the maximum number of search steps is used during a single bisection, indicating failure.
4.2 Characterizing Simulated Annealing for Recursive Bisection of a Sensor Network
To implement simulated annealing, we first need to characterize the optimization for our specific problem. Indeed, this
is one of the drawbacks of using simulated annealing. Simulated annealing can be described as a gradient following
strategy with “hill hopping” abilities. The algorithm is initialized with a guess of the solution. The fitness of the initial
solution is evaluated and a new solution is generated by perturbing the current solution by a typically small, random
value. The perturbation is typically taken to be small compared to the range of the variable being perturbed. The
maximum value of the perturbation is a parameter of the simulated annealing that needs to be fixed. The maximum
value need not be constant over the steps of the algorithm but could be, for example, reduced as the algorithm
progresses to suppress global exploration. However, the “temperature” of the simulated annealing serves the same
purpose so we will fix the maximum value of the permutation to a constant value to be determined in our
characterization.
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 5100
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The “temperature” T is used to promote “hill hopping”. At each step of the algorithm, a new solution is derived from
the current one. If the fitness on the new solution is better than the fitness of the current solution, the new solution
becomes the current solution. If the new solution has poorer fitness than the current solution, it can still become the
current solution with a probability given by
−

e

∆f
Tn

,

(2)

where n is the step of the algorithm, Tn indicates that the “temperature” varies as the algorithm progresses, also called
the cooling schedule, and ∆f is the difference between the fitness of the new solution and the fitness of the current
solution. Given our selection that lower fitnesses are better fitnesses, a positive ∆f occurs when the new solution is of
lower quality than the current solution. When this occurs, the transition is allowed with a probability given by Equation
2. The dependence of T on n is therefore an algorithmic parameter that must be chosen such that the simulated
annealing algorithm has relatively large probabilities of transitioning to higher energy (poorer fitness) states for low n ,
but the probability of such transitions approaches zero as n becomes large. This is analogous to “cooling” the
simulation. To characterize Tn , we must, for a wide range of possible perturbation parameters, look at the n dependence
of ∆f , and derive a suitable analytical expression for Tn .
The expression for the cooling schedule is arrived at by first plotting ∆f as a function of n for different combinations of
ε x , ε y , εθ for simulated annealing search algorithm runs in which the temperature is held at zero. We found ε x = ε y = 5
and εθ = 1 to lead to values of ∆f that converged to zero as the algorithm progressed. A plot of ∆f vs. n is shown for
these values of the perturbation parameters in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - ∆f vs. n for zero temperature simulated annealing N=100, M=5, A=50
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We used the profile of Figure 2 to define a naïve cooling schedule for the simulated annealing. So for our
implementation of simulated annealing of the optimal dividing line, we chose the perturbation parameters as they are in
Figure 2, and a new line is kept with the following probability,

ì − α∆f
ï n ∆f > 0
P = íe
ïî1
otherwise

, where

α n = 2945e

−

n
8.17

.

(3)

4.3 Comparing PSO, Simulated Annealing and Random Search for Recursive Bisection
The recursive bisection algorithm was implemented using PSO, simulated annealing and random search as the
techniques for generating the optimal split line. To generate comparison data, a set of 100 nodes is randomly generated,
and then the recursive bisection algorithm is executed for each optimization technique on the same set of nodes. The
experiment is repeated 20 times, each time generating a new set of 100 nodes. The 20 trials were repeated for different
clustering demands. Specifically, we repeated the 20 trial runs for values of M = {5,10,15, 20, 25, 30,35, 40, 45} . In all
experiments, the value of N and A were fixed at 100 and 50 respectively. Note that for M>25, the nodes per cluster is 3
or less and that the smallest cluster size is 2. We present in Figure 3 the average number of objective function
evaluations required to successfully cluster a DSN using recursive bisection.

Figure 3 – Comparison of PSO, Simulated Annealing and Random Search for “Successful” Clusterings

The results presented in Figure 3 are remarkable but must be interpreted properly. When successful, random search is
always faster than the other two approaches. PSO appears to converge faster than simulated annealing over much of the
range of nodes-per-cluster graphed. The feature at abscissa 6.67 for the simulated annealing data is probably related to
the choice of the cooling schedule. A more detailed preparation of the cooling schedule may help to improve the
performance of the simulated annealing algorithm over a wider range of nodes-per-cluster.
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We have plotted in Figure 4 the number of failed clusterings, out of the 20 trials, for each of the optimization
techniques. The figure exposes that the PSO technique is the most robust technique for determining the optimal split
line for recursive bisection. In fact the PSO approach was the only approach that never failed in our trials to perform a
clustering on a range of node-per-cluster from 5 to 20. Figure 4 must be taken into consideration when interpreting
Figure 3. For node-per-cluster values below 5, the clustering becomes more difficult and will required more search.
Therefore, the number of objective function evaluations required performing a successful clustering rises for smaller
cluster sizes. Since PSO was more likely to be successful for clustering the DSN for small cluster sizes, it was more
likely to record a large value for the number of objective function evaluations required to perform the clustering. Hence
Figure 3 has elevated values of the number of objective function evaluations for the PSO approach because it is robust.

Figure 4 – Evaluating the robustness of the optimization approaches

5. A DISTRIBUTED VERSION OF PSO FOR SENSOR NETWORKS
Can PSO clustering be implemented as a distributed clustering approach? So far we have considered clustering only in
the sense that it can be performed by a centralized entity, the base station. For sensor networks, nodes will typically not
have direct contact with a base station; therefore if clustering is to be implemented, the clustering topology must be
computed in a distributed fashion. Most current clustering approaches21-30 use localized graph partitioning algorithms to
form node clusters. These algorithms do not internalize operational parameters of the sensor network that need to be
optimized. PSO can internalize parameters to be optimized in the fitness functions of nodes. We introduce here a simple
extension of PSO for distributed computing.
Example: Building an Optimal Communications Range, Fully Connected Graph, for Clustering
Assume that a sensor node’s sensing range is fixed. Assume each node knows its position so that communicating nodes
can calculate distances. Also assume that the sensor node can adjust its power so it can vary its reach or communication
range. One framing of a problem statement could be how should nodes vary their communication range optimally such
that the number of links is minimized while ensuring that the sensor network is not partitioned. By “not partitioned”, it
is implied that there is a d -hop route from any node in the network to any other node in the network, where d is an
integer. This is a clustering problem based on a single optimization, specifically, minimizing the number of links. The
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solution will result in sets of connected nodes or a graph. In the lowest-ID21-23, 30 approach, for example, links are
determined by communication ranges, but here in the PSO solution, the communication range is optimally adjusted for a
specific purpose. Again, our purpose here in this illustrative example is to minimize the number of links while
remaining fully connected. With this problem statement it is possible to propose a solution in the framework PSO.
To apply PSO to this problem, it is necessary to introduce an innovative extension of the existing algorithm. It is this
extension of the PSO algorithm that allows one to identify as particles in the swarm, nodes in the network. The
extension involves how the fitness of a particle, or node is expressed. Traditionally, a single function takes the particle
test solution and returns fitness. But now there is no single function. Each node has its own fitness function, which is
distinct from the fitness functions of the other nodes.
For the concrete example presented here, the fitness of node i could be written as

f ∝

å (d
j ≠i

ij

− ri − rj ) 2 ,

(4)

where the sum is over neighbor nodes of i that are within communication range, dij is the distance separating the
nodes, and rj is node j ’s currently implemented ‘representative’ range. ‘Representative’ range means to represent the
distance you would need to travel from a node before passing into another node’s ‘representative’ range. The fitness
function involves another term but the important revelation is that each node is trying to optimize its own value of ri ,
but is taking cues about what its value of ri should be based on the fitnesses and rj s reported by its neighbors. The
exchanges of fitnesses and values could be executed during normal operation and nodes could use converged ranges
during re-clustering.
Fitness could represent not only communication range, but also energy level, connectivity, target sensing data density
(to indicate how relevant or active the sensor’s data is) and other operational parameters of the sensor network. Existing
clustering techniques are not capable of internalizing system parameters in this way. Additionally, sensors could have
many levels of fitness, evaluated using different combinations of system parameters, thereby allowing for more than one
type of clustering to exist simultaneously.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have begun an exploration into optimal clustering of wireless sensor networks using a relatively new and novel
evolutionary approach to optimization, PSO. A recursive bisection algorithm for approximating a distance based
clustering is implemented with an objective function that aims to equalize the number of nodes in each cluster. This
fitness is well aligned with an application specific data-aggregation type deployment of an ad hoc wireless sensor
network. The algorithm is shown to conserve energy as well as to generate an optimal distance-based metric clustering.
Additionally, the PSO approach to determining optimal divisions is shown to be more robust than other methods tested.

7. FUTURE WORK
The cooling schedule of a simulated annealing approach to recursive bisection of a DSN is important in determining the
convergence of the algorithm. The initial ‘temperature’ must be ‘hot’ enough to allow liberal exploration of bad initial
states and cool slow enough to allow the trial solutions to anneal at a given ‘temperature’. Determining this schedule is
complicated by the nature of the recursive bisection algorithm. For example, if we are to split 100 nodes into 10
clusters, in the first split, the nodes cover the entire DSN. But as bisection progresses, the spatial extent of a SG to be
split will decrease. This will lower the ‘melting point’ of the simulated annealing algorithm. This is due to the
expression for the fitness of the optimal line. Therefore, a complete characterization must involve deriving a cooling
schedule, which adjusts itself depending on the nature or parameters of the particular bisection being performed.
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We will implement a distributed version of PSO to determine is the distributed version can indeed perform fitness based
clustering of a DSN. It is critical that this generalization be explored, as many envisioned deployments of ad hoc
wireless sensor networks will preclude having a central authority to manage clustering. If the distributed PSO can
cluster, it will be interesting to explore the benefits of multi-levels of clustering. Can a DSN benefit from having one
logical clustering that maximizes data aggregation efficiency while simultaneously maintaining another clustering that
maximizes routing efficiency? We believe the PSO cooperative paradigm can be used to explore this question.
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